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: Christmas

: R.D.P.S.

: Classrooms IV (A-E)

: December 20 ,2OL7 (40 mins)

: Class IV (A-E)
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Name of the Activity / Event : Stocking Decoration

OBJECTIVES:

. To provide information about festival, Christmas and significance of stocking.

. To nurture and augment the"students'creativity and irnagination.

. To enhance students' skill of expressing themselves.

. To promote their aesthetic and social skills.

DESCRIPTION:

"Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, and behold, everything is softer
and more beautiful,"

-Norman Vincent Peale

We celebrate Christmas because as the angel said, the birth of Jesus Christ is "good news". Good

news is meant to be celebrated and would be "for all the people"-the joyful celebration would be

universal. Keeping in mind the same, an activity 'stocking Decoration' based on the theme

'Christmas'was conducted. The students were informed about the activity well in advance. In the

activity, each student decorated a stocking made up of cardboard or thermocol of A-3 size sheet by

using waste and decorative material. Students were also informed about the importance of this day

i.e Christmas; "The Birthday of Jesus Christ". All the students participated in the activity with great

zeal and enthusiasm. The stockings were embellished with stars, frills, bells, sparkles, cotton and

many more things. Best five stockings were awarded on the basis of creativity, competence and

constructivism. The activity was a great learning experience for everyone. /ill the students were

appreciated for their commendable efforts. In whole, the activitl' catered to the social and aesthetic

domains of the lear ,dulw .
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